### My Literature Revision Check List

**TOP TIP**

Do each task in 3 different colours.

**Colour one:** everything you can recall from memory.

Then, **colour two** – add to each item with work from your exercise books and notes.

Lastly, **colour three** – add to each item with new information from revision guides.

#### Shakespeare:
- Mind Maps for each of the main characters.
  - *Much Ado:* Hero, Claudio, Benedick, Beatrice, Don John, Don Pedro
  - *Othello:* Iago, Desdemona, Emilia, Othello

- Mind Maps that show the links between all of the characters. Then, notes on their relationships.
- Timeline of the plot.
- Individual timelines for each character to show their journeys.
- Mind Maps of the main themes.
  - *Much Ado:* Love, Deception, Marriage, Pride
  - *Othello:* Jealousy, Relationships, Heroism, Manipulation
- Flash cards for 20 key quotes
- Practice essay questions

#### Blood Brothers:
- Mind Maps for each of the main characters.
  - Mickey, Sammy, Edward, Mrs Lyons, Mrs Johnstone, Linda

- Mind Maps that show the links between all of the characters. Then, notes on their relationships.
- Timeline of the plot.
- Individual timelines for each character to show their journeys.
- Mind Maps of the main themes.
  - Social Class, Wealth, Growing up, Relationship
- Flash cards for 20 key quotes
- Practice essay questions

#### A Christmas Carol OR Jekyll and Hyde
- Mind Maps for each of the main characters.
  - ACC: Scrooge, Fred, Past, Present, Yet to come, Cratchits
  - J&H: Jekyll, Hyde, Utterson, Poole, Lanyon

- Mind Maps that show the links between all of the characters. Then, notes on their relationships.
- Mind Maps on the context for each novella
- Timeline of the plot.
- Individual timelines for each character to show their journeys.
- Mind Maps of the main themes.
  - ACC: Social Class, Wealth, Christmas,
  - J&H: Evil, Gothic, Duality
- Flash cards for 20 key quotes
- Practice essay questions

#### Poetry Anthology
- Print a blank copy of the anthology from our school website and reannotate all of the poems.
- Mind Maps that show the links between all of the characters. Then, notes on their relationships.
- Timeline of the plot.
- Research and create mindmaps of the relevant context for each poem
- Mind Maps of the main themes.
  - Love, War, Power, Memories, Society/Place, Time, Growing up
- Flash cards for 5 key quotes per poem
- Flash cards for the context for each poem
- Practice essay questions